American Public Media Covers the Map
APM has more than 1,000 station affiliates covering all 50 states (including FM, AM and HD channels)

- Indicates approximate distribution of APM programming
- St. Paul, Minnesota
  American Public Media and Minnesota Public Radio headquarters
- Greater Minnesota
  (Rochester, Collegeville, Bemidji, Moorhead, Worthington and Duluth)
  MPR News bureaus
- Los Angeles, California
  Marketplace headquarters
- Pasadena, California
  KPCC Southern California Public Radio headquarters
  (a part of APMG)
- New York City, New York
  Studio/bureau location for Marketplace, The Splendid Table, Live from Here, Performance Today
- Washington D.C.
  Marketplace bureau location
- London, UK
  Headquarters for BBC – an APM distribution partnership
  Marketplace bureau location
- Shanghai, China
  (not shown on map)
  Marketplace bureau location

Map is intended as a representation of APM programming reach, not of exact station locations.